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Identification of DNA Polymorphism induced by Gamma Ray Irradiation in Amla

1 1 2 1(Emblica Officinalis Gaertn.) Grafts of V  M  and V  M  Generation
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Abstract: Considering the limits of the use of morphological markers, the reliable estimate of identifying

DNA polymorphism in amla mutants induced by gamma rays was assessed using RAPD markers. A total

of 110 amplified fragments were obtained with seven RAPD primers across the twenty one amla mutants.

Appearance and disappearance of new bands can be explained as the result of DNA structural changes

(breaks, transpositions, deletions, etc.). due to gamma ray irradiation.
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INTRODUCTION

Amla or Indian gooseberry (Emblica officinalis

Gaertn) of the family Euphorbiaceae is known for its

medicinal and therapeutic properties from the ancient

time in India and considered as a wonder fruit for

health conscious population. Owing to its hardy nature,

ability  to  survive in various kinds of waste lands

(arid, semi-arid, salt affected, coastal ravines), high

productivity per unit area, nutritive and therapeutic

values and suitability for various products viz., food

items, cosmetics and ayurvedic medicinal preparations,

amla is becoming an important fruit of 21  century.st

Amla is not only a source of nutrients and medicine,

but cultivation of the crop is also highly remunerative

for the farmers having marginal land. Traditionally,

amla has been a crop of forest or household, but

during the last decade, there has been unprecedented

expansion in the area under amla cultivation across the

country, utilizing the wasteland. This has resulted in

efficient utilization of resources leading to better

income to farmers, nutritional security coupled with

enhanced employment and rehabilitation of wastelands.

Continued vegetative propagation employed in the

commercial varieties has led to less variability of

desirable traits except for size. In this context,

induction of mutation is an important breeding tool to

improve the desirable characters among the existing

commercial varieties. Thus, amla crop can be

considered as a suitable crop for the application of

mutation breeding methods and in subsequent selection

of desired genotypes. 

Similarly, the use of radiation as a mutagen for

inducing variation is well established. Although the

desired variation is often lacking, radiation can be used

to induce mutations and thereby generate genetic

variation from which desired mutants may be selected.

Different methods are available to investigate the effect

of mutagens on plants. However, molecular markers

allow a direct comparison of the effects of genotypes

at the DNA level. The explorations of random

amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) as genetic

markers have improved the effectiveness of

recombinant DNA techniques. RAPD analysis is widely

used for the genetic mapping, taxonomic and

phylogenetic studies of organs and hence can be used

for the detection of DNA alterations after the influence

of mutagenic agents. Irradiation by gamma rays leads

to the increasing level of DNA break formation. These

different types of DNA damages must be detected by

changes in RAPD profiles. Thus, the present study on

1 1mutation induction in amla var BSR -1 of V M  and

2 1V M  was undertaken to identify the DNA

polymorphism induced by gamma rays.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mutagens: A physical mutagen (Gamma rays) was

employed in the present study. Gamma rays treatment

was given from the Gamma chamber – 900 installed at

Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, Coimbatore.

Gamma ray source was Co in 1000 curie, emitting60

5000 rads per minute at the time of irradiation.

Irradiation: The amla scions with dormant buds were

treated with gamma rays. The scions of pencil

thickness consisting of 10 nodes (dormant buds) from

seven year old mother trees were collected and treated
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under a temperature range of 25± 2°C. The scions were

stored by wrapping in a wet gunny cloth at room

temperature till treatment and thereafter till grafting on

the rootstock. The treated scions were cleft grafted on

the same day on one year old wild amla seedling root

stocks. Both the treated and untreated grafts were

planted in pots and received uniform standard

operations (or) after care.

Per Cent Success of Amla Grafts: In the present

study, the survival of amla grafts decreased gradually

as the dose of gamma rays increased but the decrease

was rather sharp at 4 and 5 kR for all five amla

varieties. This was further exemplified by the

50sensitivity of LD  doses required to cause 50 per cent

50 lethality in survival. The LD values for survival

ranged from 1.00 to 2.00 kR. After assessing the

sensitivity of the amla varieties to mutagenic treatment,

a study was undertaken to study the qualitative and

quantitative characters of amla under pot culture

conditions. The gamma ray doses employed were 0.00,

0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.50 and 5.00 kR.

1 1 2 1Those treated amla grafts (V M and V M ) were

planted in pots to study the vegetative and biochemical

1 1 characters. The V M grafts were back pruned 180 days

after planting at 2 , 4  and 6  node. Those shootsnd th th

arising from the cut ends were the second vegetative

2 1generation (V M ).

Extraction of Genomic DNA: Fresh leaf samples

collected from the field were used for isolation of

genomic DNA. Isolation was done following the

method recommended by Gawal and Jarret . [2]

Quantification of DNA: The quantity of DNA present

in each sample was determined by reading the

absorbance at 260 nm in a fluorometer (Model DyNA

Quant 200, Hoefer, California, USA). The quantity of

DNA in different samples varied from 500-700 ng/g of

leaf tissue. After quantification, all the samples were

diluted to 25ng/10 ml and used for PCR reactions.

Random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) analysis

(Williams  et  al., ):  DNA  from  one  parent (BSR-1),[5]

1 1 2 18 samples fromV M  generation and 11 from V M  were

used for RAPD analysis following the method

recommended by Bhat and Jarret  with required[1]

modification. The cocktail for the amplification was

prepared as follows in 0.2ml PCR tubes:

DNA 25 ng/ml 3.00ml

dNTPs (2.5 mM) 

(Bangalore Genei Ltd., India) 1.00 ml

Primer (Operon Technologies 

Inc., USA) 1.00ml

10x assay buffer 1.50 ml

Taq polymerase 

(3 units/mL) 0.20 ml 

(Bangalore Genei Ltd., India)

Magnesium chloride 0.18 ml 

2Sterile distilled H 0 8.12 ml

---------------------------------------------------------

Total 15.00 ml 

A  set  of  seven primers were used in the study

(Table 1.) The reaction mixture was given a short spin

(Biofuge Pico, Germany) for thoroughly mixing of the

cocktail components. Then the 0.2ml PCR tubes were

loaded on to a thermal cycler (PTC-100  MJ ResearchT M

Inc., USA). 

Table 1: List of random prim ers used for RAPD analysis

S.No. Primer Sequence (5’ to 3’)

1. OPZ 1 TCTGTGCCAC

2. OPZ 4 AGGCTGTGCT

3. OPZ 6 GTGCCGTTCA

4. OPZ 7 CCAGGAGGAC

5. OPZ 10 CCGACAAACC

6. OPZ 11 CTCAGTCGCA

7. OPZ 13 GACTAAGCCC

The thermal cycler was programmed as follows

Profile 1: 94°C for 5 minute Initial denaturation 

Profile 2: 94°C for 1 minute Denaturing

Profile 3: 37°C for 1 minute Annealing

Profile 4: 72°C for 2 minute Extension

Profile 5: 72°C for 10 minutes Final extension

Profile 6: 4°C for 30 minutes

Profiles 2, 3 and 4 were programmed to run for 44 cycles.

Along with the PCR amplified products, 100 bp DNA

ladders as standard marker were subjected to

electrophoresis in 1.5 per cent agarose gel in 0.5X TBE

buffer at 8V/cm for 4-5 hours. The electronic image of the

ethidium bromide stained gel was visualized and

documented in gel documentation system (Model Alpha

imager 1200, Alpha Innotech Corp., USA). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The  seven  Operon  primers,  used  in  the  study

were able to produce reproducible RAPD bands with

template DNA from BSR-1 and its mutants. The RAPD

analysis yielded 2-70 bands in BSR-1 (Fig 1) and in

respect  of  its  mutants,  the  number  of   bands   for

each  primer  varied  ranging  from 35 for primer OPZ 3

to  99  for  primer OPZ 7. Polymorphism was evidenced

as the presence and / or absence of DNA fragments

between the samples (Fig 1). The single nucleotide

substitution in seven primers can be reflected on the

amplicon profiles. 
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Fig. 1: RAPD Pattern obtained with the seven primers in

gamma ray induced mutants lane 1 mother plant

(BSR-1) lane 2-9 ; mutants of VIMI and lanes 10-

19, mutant of V2M

The main changes observed in the RAPD profiles

have resulted both in the appearance or disappearance of

different bands with variations of their intensity as well.

These effects may be correlated with structural

rearrangements in DNA caused by different types of DNA

damages. The variation in band intensity and

disapppearance of some bands may correleate with level

of photoproducts in DNA templates after irradiation

treatment, which can reduce the number of binding sites

for Taq polymerase. Appearance of new bands can be

explained as the result of DNA structural changes (breaks,

transpositions, deletions, etc.).

Thus, radiation is one of the best known physical

mutates as it disssociates the atoms of water molecules

and causes the generation of hydroxyl radicals that are the

most reactive. They react with most of the biomolecules

including  DNA  and  scavange  electrons  from  them.

The oxidation of biomolecules by the radicles damage

their structure and biological activity. By the way, genetic

alterations occur on the DNA molecules. This is the cause

of mutations depend on radiation. Several workers have

shown that RAPD markers, which can quickly detect a

large number of genetic polymorphisms, have led to the

creation of genetic maps in a number of woody fruit crops

and detection of mutation in, sunflower and  grapes ,[3] [4]

including changes due to DNA damage.

In conclusion, the results obtained from the present

study suggest that gamma ray radiation as a physical

mutagen could be used for mutation selection in plant

breeding. Hence, there is a need to adopt and incorporate

induced mutations and marker assisted selection for early

screening (in grafts) and recognition of the desired

types,which in turn results in quick production of stable

muatnt genotypes in mutation breeding.
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